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Divine Solutions has been exhibiting an unparalleled passion, modernity,
and innovation in the arena of modular furniture since many years. It has
been more than a decade since we are in the industry, serving clients at
various scales. 

From hotels to offices around the nation & 20+ countries globally, we
have established ourselves as the prime modular furniture manufacturer
for a broad spectrum of clients. Creating world-class products is our forte
which is fueled by skillful artisans & best in class raw materials.

DESIGNING SPACES TO EVOKE EMOTION
AND CAPTIVATE THE SENSES.
Utilizing multi-directional production facilities, our extensive factory setup is
designed to seamlessly translate conceptual ideas into bespoke furniture pieces
that redefine the essence of your space.
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1,80,000 
Production Area,

Square Feet.



Manufacturing Facility

At our top-rated manufacturing
facility, boasting state-of-the-art
machinery sourced from
industry leaders in Germany
and Italy, we consistently
produce exquisite furniture
pieces of the highest quality.
With meticulous attention to
detail, our expert team
supervises every stage of the
manufacturing process,
ensuring that no aspect is
overlooked in the creation of
functional modular furniture.

Interior Designing

In addition to our
manufacturing expertise, we
offer comprehensive interior
design support to our clients.
This service enables them to
visualize designs effectively and
customize furniture
accordingly. Leveraging
advanced 2D and 3D rendering
software, we provide realistic
visual representations of the
finalized designs, empowering
clients to make informed
decisions about their spaces.
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Our Presence
We've been seamlessly delivering our products across India, the USA, Canada,
Australia, Africa, Dubai, and more than 20 other countries worldwide, all
facilitated by our extensive distribution network. We ha

With operational headquarters strategically positioned in both India and Canada,
we've established a global presence that allows us to effectively cater to diverse
markets and ensure seamless delivery of our products across continents.

To meticulously design eco-conscious modular furniture, ensuring it captivates
our customers' imagination at every level of craftsmanship. To establish ourselves
as the epitome of quality and strive for global leadership in pioneering bespoke
modular furniture solutions.

Eco-Innovate: Crafting Modular Masterpieces for
Global Excellence

"
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Hotel Furniture

Divine Solutions crafts
bespoke hotel furniture in
diverse styles: American,
modern, traditional, and
beyond.

Banquet Furniture

Divine Solutions offers a range
of aluminum banquet chairs,
round and rectangular banquet
tables, and other essential
event furnishings.

"
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We specialize in crafting furniture that harmonizes
functionality, style, and comfort with finesse.

"

Outdoor Furniture

Divine Solutions specializes in
tailored outdoor hotel
furniture, providing outdoor
chairs, tables, sunbeds, and
more to elevate your outdoor
spaces.

Lounge Furniture

Divine Solutions crafts lounge
chairs, hotel lounge sofas,
tables, and more to enhance
your hotel lounge experience
with style and comfort.
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With passion and precision, we transform designs into durable
works of art. Our meticulously crafted furniture offers extensive
customization options to meet each hotel's unique needs,
guaranteeing excellence in quality, aesthetics, and functionality.
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Embark on a custom design journey with our expert team. From
brand identity to ambiance, we create elegant, functional furniture
solutions tailored to your hotel's essence.
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DESIGN

DEVELOP

We promise timely delivery, maintaining quality in hospitality
projects. With efficient logistics and expert project management, we
ensure precise installation. Our support extends post-delivery,
offering maintenance services for furniture upkeep, including
repairs, replacements, and upgrades.

DELIVER
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Our reputation for unparalleled customer service and top-notch quality is built
upon our dedication to providing only the very best contract furniture for our
clients. Whether you're outfitting a boutique hotel or a large-scale resort, Divine
Solutions has the expertise and resources to bring your vision to life.

With Divine Solutions, you can expect not only exceptional craftsmanship but also
personalized attention to detail. Our team is dedicated to understanding your
unique needs and delivering solutions that exceed your expectations.
 
Take the first step towards transforming your hospitality establishment into a
haven of elegance and sophistication. Contact us today to discuss your project
requirements, and let Divine Solutions bring your vision to life.

Hotel furniture manufacturer specializing
in crafting bespoke furniture tailored to
your exact specifications.

"

MAKE IN INDIA 
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Divine Solutions

Headquarter : 13- Jay Shree Khodal Krupa Estate,
B/H IOC Petrol Pump, Gota, Ahmedabad-382481, (Guj), India.

Email us on sales@divinesolutions.in
Call on (+91) 999-883-2336

International Office : 4075 Robinson St.
Regina, SK, S4S 3E1

Email us on sales@divinesolution.ca
Call on (+1) 306-541-7351

At Divine Solutions, we're driven by passion to create unforgettable
environments. Specializing in furniture that blends functionality,

style, and comfort seamlessly, we innovate to exceed expectations.
By understanding diverse living spaces deeply, we engineer tailored

products that consistently impress.

"


